
The best browser (Firefox, Explorer, Mircosoft Edge etc.) to use Explore Somerset (ES) in is Google 

Chrome which can be downloaded for free from Google. Once you have navigated to the webpage it is 

best to ‘bookmark’ it as a favourite so that you get to it easily again. 

How do I use ES?  

How you use ES will depend on what information you want from it. The best way to learn is to just  have a 

go at playing around with it and you will then start to see some common themes. You can’t do anything 

wrong on ES so don’t worry about that! Over the page you will find a picture taken from the first page that 

you see on ES and I have highlighted points of use labelled with numbers and the following guide should 

be read with these points / numbers. 

1. 

The search box: The search facility can be used to find the following items in ES —asset numbers, issue 

numbers, path numbers, postcodes, named places and grid references. Grid references  can either be 

four or six digits separated immediately by a comma then a space for the search to recognise the two 

sets of numbers. In addition ST545455 would locate the city of Wells. 

Report issue: First select a point on the map for the location. Reporting an issue will take you 

through a number of pop up boxes to fill in before you save the issue to the map for it then to be 

received by the respective ROW officer.  

Map options:   Selecting this will show you a menu of information that you can view. If the is-

sues box, for example, is black you can view it on the map. If the box is grey it is hidden from 

view. Select the box to change it from grey to black. Information can then be accessed by                                   

selecting its respective icon on the map which are all viewed within circles. 

Explore Somerset—the online interactive map  

2. ES search help will appear when selected 

3. 

4. 
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5. To the Registers / Log in (only SCC staff can currently log in) 

6. Three base maps to select from (1946 Aerial, OS grayscale, OS Maps) 

 

Other layers are available to over lay on to the base maps.  

 

Select this to display the map legend 
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 ES interactive map key functions 
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1.  Search box 

2.  ES help 

3.  Report Issue 

4.  Map Options 

5.  To Registers / Log in 

6.  Base Maps / More map layers        

 & Map Legend 

7. Slide Zoom 

8.  Location Map 

9.  Grid References and       

 Scale of View  

Explore Somerset 

https://roam.somerset.gov.uk/roam/map   


